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increases and increases, and the pips squeak and squeak. Event-
ually, what Germany wants from these states is a full military^
political and customs alliance, and she will get it. That means
that they must fight for Germany in war, work for Germany in
peace, and support all German policy.
With that adherence to the Anti-Comintern Pact, Hungary has
already taken a decisive step. Politically and militarily, she is
already in the position of a German province. But in her home
politics, her domestic affairs, the German influence has as yet
hardly begun to make itself felt, and this is a thing that interests me
very much. I am quite clear that Germany will insist ©n and
obtain full control over these countries; that is, she will have a
monopoly of their products and markets, if she wants it, and the
use of their armies. But how far will she insist on the application of
National Socialist political doctrine and methods .within these
countries? Will she leave them a certain freedom in thisfeatter, or
will she demand the rigorous introduction of the anti-Je.wish laws^,
the abolition of all political parties but one, and the like?
That is not yet clear. In Czecho-Slovakia, Germany has been/
pressing in this direction, and the slowness of the Czechs in yiopf**
ing was the cause for several delays in Dr. Chvalkovsky's vMt t$
Berlin. In Austria, the Germans seem to have made all the tradi-
tional German mistakes. They have never flattered the Austrian
tradition or the great achievements of Austria, never admitted
that the Austrians were a separate^6termaaJ£j2^^> done none
of the things that would have appealed to the Adrian heart.
The whole burden of the German song was that the Austrians
were indolent and inefficient, that they were Germans, not
Austrians, and must learn to be exactly like the Germans in the
Reich. The iron hand! With these methods the Germans may
breed a mass of subterranean antagonism to themselves which in
the long run — but only in the long run — will be dangerous to
them.
While Hungary waited to see what Germany would demand in
these directions, a remarkable thing happened iq. Hungary. Bela
de Imredy, the Prime Minister; another of the trio I have just
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